
Partnering with New Communities Best Practices
Louisiana Division of the Arts Creative Aging Training - Teaching Artists

Ann’s group:

● Identify and build your allies on all levels (rungs) of whatever that ladder may be in the
community you are entering so you are not alone in cultivating interests

● Establish trust with your students - by meeting them where they are, through humor and
play, and/or making those little informal connections like assisting them when needed
beyond just the teaching and learning

● Ask for permission first before assuming you know what folks need help with
● Learn who your audience is by making space to get to know each other - whether in the

actual classroom setting or through other means of assessing who the people are that
you will be in service to

Vinny’s group:
● Be very clear with intentions
● Form strong relationships with the stakeholders
● Clarify acceptable practices and expectations
● Be aware of the assumptions you bring into the community (who is the leader or power

holder? Who is in charge?)
● Listen and observe a lot at the outset
● Be very honest about the goals of the program - where are we headed?
● Be honest about why you are there. Why are you working in this community?
● Get to know the caretakers of the space/environment

Lynda’s group:
● Be clear with the organization about the course content, goals and the abilities needed

in order to participate in the learning community successfully.  At the same time, take
care as a teaching artist to watch assumptions of ability

● Understand where your learner is – novice, experienced - in order to create a curriculum
or class that meets the learner where they are

● Communicate with the organization about the ‘art education’ nature of the programming
and the overarching goals for the class

● Find the balance between program goals for the artist and the community with those of
the participants



● Address where the participant is and what their interests are with ways to develop
abilities – identify, invent or use adaptive materials as needed to unlock the experience
of abilities

● Investigate and pursue the interests of the participants. The vision is ultimately theirs.
Plan options - flexibility is essential

● Have individual conversations with participants at the start and throughout the class in
order to check-in on interests, desire, and learning

● Involve staff and family when applicable to work alongside participants – to assist if
needed, but also as learners

● Understand who is really making decisions about programming in the community – it is
often the participants or elders of the community.  Connect with those who are making
these decisions if possible

Asma’s group:
● Observation is key. Pay attention to your participants’ responses, some may be

non-verbal
● Learn the protocols of the institution you are working with so you can be clear about

your limitations
● Come prepared with a toolkit filled with ice breakers
● Be prepared with adaptations in your repertoire to accommodate participants abilities

and needs
● Don’t be afraid to ask what participants expect or want

Julie’s group:
● Don’t assume you understand the community based on your own similar background
● Ask permission - one-on-one individual permission and organizational permission
● Think more about guiding than controlling
● Have a moderator who is part of the community or a peer with them to build rapport;

don't steal their authority, but get their help in entering the space
● Expect diverse backgrounds and experience
● Get out of their way, let them connect on their own terms
● Build credibility - you know your skill set, but you also need to get that across to new

people
● Seek out the positive things about them from the individuals themselves; this may

possibly be different from what staff or authority figures say about them
● Show how much you really care, form a relationship
● Develop the program around them; change your program if it doesn’t work with your

group.  Adjust to fit them.  You may need to get off your regular norm.
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● In “closed” communities, people's lives are structured/controlled by forces outside of
them.  It may not feel safe for you as well to be yourself.  But if you’re not yourself and
don’t show up all the way, you won’t be able to connect.

● Be authentic, people can always feel that!
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